### Dome Styles

1. Gradual Rise
2. Vertical Rise
3. Dome over Frame

---

### Basic Installation of Dome Styles

1. Gradual Rise
   - RETAINER
   - SCREW
   - FRAME

2. Vertical Rise
   - RETAINER
   - SCREW
   - FRAME

3. Dome over Frame
   - NO RETAINER
   - SCREW
   - FRAME

* You must unscrew the RETAINER in order to measure the dome.

---

### How To Measure For Your Order

1. You will need to take a separate measurement of each flange of both outer & inner dome.
   - Example: FLANGE 1-1/4"  
2. Measure the width and the length of OUTER dome or SINGLE dome.
   - Example: 33.25 X 49.25